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LECTURE 12: PUBLIC CHOICE II
I.

Political formula for success
a. Why does the government pay farmers to not grow crops?
i. One group to consider is the consumers who pay slightly more
for food because there are fewer people producing.
ii. The other group to consider is the farmers who receive a
tremendous boost in revenue because millions of people pay a
little more.
b. This is one of the key insights of public choice: concentrated benefits
and dispersed costs.
i. Because the costs are dispersed, people are rationally ignorant
about these additional costs. A penny or two more for apples is
hardly worth worrying about or even bother noticing. But even
if they did know, it’s not worth taking to the streets for.
ii. Because the benefits are concentrated, those that receive them
have an interest to spend a great deal of money to lobby the
government and secure such benefits. Their pressure will easily
outweigh any token resistance consumers will bother with.
iii. Politicians then have an incentive to impose laws that benefit
the few at the cost of the many.
c. The ultimate result is rent seeking.
i. Rent is an increase in one’s wealth that doesn’t increase total
wealth (and sometimes decreases it). Another way to put it is a
payment for production beyond what’s necessary to incentivize
that production. While rent, as defined, isn’t inherently bad,
economists use the term “rent” to describe compensation that’s
inherently corrupt.
ii. Rent seeking is the act of pursuing rent. Remember when we
discussed crony capitalism at the beginning of the semester?
1. Sometimes, it’s hard to tell if something is rent seeking
because rent seekers dress up their language to hide their
motivations. No one’s going to admit to being a rent
seeker because it’s inherently unjust.
2. One way to tell if someone’s a rent seeker is if they are
getting targeted benefits, benefits that are just for a
particular firm/person/industry. For example, if a car
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company wants automobile tariffs, it might claim that it
merely wants to protect American jobs. But that same
company won’t want steel tariffs even though their stated
logic of protecting American jobs is the same. The
difference is that steel tariffs make their profits lower
(higher costs) while automobile tariffs makes their profits
higher (less competition).
iii. There are many examples of rent and rent seeking:
1. Sugar tariffs protect the sugar and corn industries in the
U.S. (it’s why high fructose corn syrup is in so many
things).
2. Licensing requirements are often very strong making it
hard for new firms to compete with existing ones. This
lower level of competition allows companies to charge
higher prices.
3. The Walt Disney corporation lobbied for copyright
extension because Mickey Mouse and other works were
about to enter the public domain. They succeed with the
1998 Copyright Extension Act, pushing the public
domain date to 2023.1
iv. Technology firms of all stripes pursue similar efforts to extend
their patents, making it more difficult to build and improve on
the initial invention. The Wright Brothers were particularly
aggressive with their intellectual property, hamstringing early
aviation development.2
v. New York City requires cab drivers to purchase the right to
drive a taxi. Each taxi cab requires a license, called a medallion,
to legally operate. These medallions are easily the most
expensive part of running a taxi service. They’ve been sold for
up to $1 million each.
The Worst Form of Government?
a. This all seems to suggest democracy isn’t all that great. Perhaps we
should go back to a monarchy.
b. But just because democracy is problematic doesn’t mean other options
aren’t more problematic.
i. As Winston Churchill once said: “Democracy is the worst form
of government, except for all the others.”
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c. Indeed, we shouldn’t think of democracy or its participants as evil;
public choice theory, like all economic ideas, is an incentive story.
i. This is why James M. Buchanan, founder of public choice
theory, was most interested in constitutional rules. Just as the
First Amendment prevents political actors—including
democratically elected political actors—from abusing their
power with respect to religion and speech, there should be
additional constitutional constraints to prevent other kinds of
abuses and inefficiencies.
d. Don’t forget there are alternatives to political based decision-making:
market-based decision making! This of course comes with its costs
and dangers (poor quality, high prices, fraud, etc.) which may occur at
a higher rate than government services.
e. So we must remember the ultimate takeaway: It is never a choice
between a good thing and a bad thing. The choice is always either
between two bad things or between two good things. The answer is
never obvious.
i. If someone ever tells you the answer to a social problem is
“really simple,” immediately discount what they are about to
say. They probably haven’t thought about it carefully.

